Railsback's Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry

Nucleation vs. Precipitation on an existing lattice: A schematic contrast
The plot just below is an alternate version of Berner's (1980) Figure 1. It is a thermodynamic statement about why
nucleation of new crystals is disfavored, except at high saturation (Ω). The sketch at the bottom page illustrates why
a larger crystal is a more stable substrate for precipitation than a small nucleus (the trend across the top plot).
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Key points:
1. Formation of crystal nuclei is disfavored energetically.
Ω2 > Ω1
2. Higher saturation state makes formation and growth of
Ω1
crystal nuclei more likely (or at least less improbable).
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Option 2:
Bond to 3 As,
each of which is
bonded to
multiple Bs
Option 1 leaves
the B in question
dangling off the
small crystal
nucleus; Option 2
locks it into place
with bonds on three
sides. Option 2 is
much less
reversible.
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The diagrams above are largely intended to consider precipitation, but they can
also be used to illustrate likelihood of dissolution. Compare how likely a B is to
break off the nucleus versus how likely a B is to come out of a site on the flat
surface of the large crystal.
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